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Abstrati. This paper considers ZI population process where individuals reproduce according to 
an age-dependent branching process and immigrants enter the population at the event epochs 
of an ergodic point process. A limit theorem is proven for what corresponds to the supercritical 
case, and the limit random variable is investigated, 
Pa Introduction 
In an earlier paper [8], the discrete-time multitype supercritical 
branching process with immigration was studied. Although certain re- 
sults of that paper had already been proven [9], the techniques used 
in the paper elied on nothing more than known facts about the classi- 
cal Galton-Watson process. In particular, no martingale a,rguments 
were employed. This approach turns out to be a more natural one 
since it generalizes immediately to the age-dependent case. The pu.r- 
pose of this paper is to present his generalization. 
Before stating our results, we first define the process of interest. Let 
M(t))*, * be a population process wherein individuals reproduce ac- 
cording to a Bellman-Harris process and random numbers of immigrants 
enter the population at the random times {Q). It is assumed that the 
* This research was partia!ly supported y National Science Fou . 
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{+ are strictly increasing, and that there exists a constant X0 > 0 such 
that 
lim T$ = X, w.p. 1 . 
i400 
It is usually assumed that the (7i) constitute a renewal process. This 
assumption, however, is not needed for most of o:Ur results. If in- 
deed the (ri) do form a renewal process, then the interarrival times 
T, g= Q, T2 = r2 - q, . . . are i.i.d. with common distribution function 
G,(t). We will always assume that 1; tdG,(t) < 00. 
A particle arriving at time rk becomes the ancestor of an ordinary 
age-dependent branching process tarting with one particle at time ?& 
The {ri} and the numbers (u,i) of immigrants arriving at each immigra- 
tion are assumed to be independent. The (vi) are i.i.d. with common 
p.g.f. fO(s). The age-dependent process (Y(t)jt30 is ,governed by a life- 
time distribution G,(t) and an offspring p.g.f. fi (8). It is assumed that 
all particles immigrate, live, die and give birth indep’endently of one an- 
other. 
We introduce the following notation 
a$, f,(S)=5 pi(j)Sj, mi=x(l--), i=O,l, 
j=O 
x, = f tdG,(t). 
0 
In order to avoid technical difficulties, we make the following assump- 
tion. 
ssumption I. 
(i)po(O)< 1; Pl0W 133 2, 
(ii) G,(O+) = 0, 0 < X0 < 00, ml < 00. 
(iii) G, is not lattice. 
Assumption Iwill hold throughout his paper. 
We consider only the case when ml > 1, which corresponds to the 
super&Scal case for the classical ellman-Harris process. 
Define ar to be that number satisfying the relation 
00 
ml s emat dGl(t) = 1 . 
0 
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!Gncem+ l,ar>O. he number a is what is referred to as the 
e now state our major results. The notation $ will be used to denote 
convergence in distribution. 
eorem 1. Assume either m. < 00 or 2ll’2 j log jpl( j) c’ 00. Then 
W(t) = Z(t)/(Keaf) 3 W, (1.1) 
where 
K=(m, - I)/ f fewat dG&t)) z 
0 
and W has Laplace transform (L. T.) 
O(u) = E{e -UW} =E I? f,(@(u exp[-ria])) 
i i=l 
(1.2) 
where 
G(u) = lim E{exp[-uY(t)/E{Y(t)}J I Y(O)= I} - 
t+- 
Our next result deals with the properties of O(U). 
jpl( j) < 00. Then: 
- * Q(u) is the L. T. of a random variable which 
has a continuous distribution on IO, ~01. 
(2) Assume m. < -. Then: 
(a) Zp2 j log&Qj) = = * O(u) = 1; 
(b) + i logjpl(j)< 00 * O(u) is the L. I!? of a legitimate random 
variable W such that 
(i) E{ W) = m. Z& E(exp[-aTi]), 
(ii) P[ W = 0] = 0, 
(iii) if (7i) is a renewal process, then has QM absoZu teily continuous 
distribution on the positive teal axis with a continuous density 
function. 
heolrems 1 and 2 
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The techniques used. to prove Theorems 1 and 2 depend only on the 
asymptotic behavior of the underlying Bellman-Harris process For this 
reason, analogous results could be obtained for more general reproduc- 
tive mechanisms provided their asymptotic behaviors are known. For 
example, patiicles could reproduce according to a generalized age-de- 
pendent branching process [9 1. By the same token, ‘r20 difficulties are 
encountered if a population with p particle types 1s considered [8]. It 
is also possible to consider other functions of the process rather than 
just the number of particles alive at time t. One might be interested in 
the number of particles that died up to time t or the number of particles 
alive at time t of age at most a. A recent paper of Jagers [ 71 proves the 
necessary asymptotic behavior. 
Our final result deals with the renewal case and shows that the con- 
vergence in Theorem 1 can be strengthened tu a.e. convergence under 
stronger assumptions. 
Theorem 3. Assume that the {q} are a renewal process alnd 
W 
]g p&(j)< 00, i=o, 1. 
Then the convergence in Theorem 1 takes place in L2 and ae. 
Theorem 3 in a weaker form has been proven by Radcliffe [ lo]. His 
proof depended upon integral equation techniques and does not easily 
generalize to other immigration models. 
The proofs of Theorems 1,2 and 3 depend upon the following repre- 
sentation for the Z(t) process. Let {(Yij(t))t,o}i I> 1 be a collection of 
i.i.d. stochastic processes defined on a common brobability space, each 
having the same distribution as the standard age-dependent branching 
process { Y(f)itao. Furthermore, all of these processes are assumed in- 
dependent of the (71) and the (~~1. Define the function n(t) by setting 
f’J(t)=kiffl”k< t<?k+l. It follows then from the assumptions in the 
beginning of the paper that 
Z(t) = 
i=l j=l 
yfj(t - 7i> l U.3) 
The representation (1.3) was ers [6]. Usin 
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t follows from (1.3) that the L. . of Z(t), namely 
satisfies the relation 
(2.1) 
where 
!P(u, t) = E{exp[-uY(t)] I Y(0) = 1)). 
To prove Theorem 1 it slrffices to show that for any e > 0, 
lim sup O(u/KeYt, t) - E fi &, (@(u e-“‘i)) 
II 
< E , (2.2) 
t-+- i=l 
(2.2) is equivalent to showing that for any c > 0 there exists an integer 
N(e) such that 
I 
N(d 
lim sup @(u/K eat, d) - E n f,(@(u e-*‘i)j < e , (2p3j 
t-*- i=l Ii 
We now prove (2.3). The next lemma is the crux of the proof. 
Lemma 2.1. Assume for any E > 0 that there exist numbers N(e) 4;d 
T(e) and a function f(e) such that the set 
C 
n(t) 
A(e) = 0: n(T(e)) > F(e), inf I-I 
t > T(E) i=N(e)+l 
fO(Wu/K ecrr, t - 
has probability greatey than 1 - e. The function f has the properties: 
(a) 0 G f(e) G 1 for e sufficien tZy small, 
(b) lim,,O f(e) = 1. 
Then (2.3) is valid. 
Proof. Let xhcej denote the indicator function of the set 
all t > T(e), 
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Athreya [ 1 ] has proven that 
Thus for each i, 
lim 
t+=J 
jfO( @( u/K eorC, t - 71)) = $,(*(u e-“i)) w,p. 1 l 
Hence 
N(e) 
EjX,tr n foC 
n(t) 
i=l 
(U e-“q)) 3 lim SUP E (I n fo(@(@ @‘, t - Ti))) 
t-+- 2=1 
n(t! 
Since P[A(e)l > 1 - 6, lim,,O f(e) = 1 and e is arbitrary, (2.3) follows. 0 
We now prove that the assumptions of Theorem 1 imply the conditions 
of Lemma 2.1. Assume first that m. < 06. The ergodicity of the {Ti] im- 
plies that 
$ii=[ 2 e-“‘i]= 0 w.p. 1 . (2.4) 
Igorov’s Theorem im at there exists an N(E) such that 
Cd: e -V < 9 
II 
>I-E. 
i:=N(e) 
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efine the following collection of sets: 
A(t) = ~3: 2 e-aTi G e2, n(t) > N(E) I i=N(e) 04, 
Since lim,,, n(t) = = w.p, 1, 
lim P[A(t)] = P[A] > 1 -C . 
t+- 
We can therefore choose T(e) such that P[A(T(e))] > % - E. Let 
w E A(?“(@), and let X, be the random variable whose L.T. is 
l-l 
i=N(e) 
f* (fw4 t - 71)), t > T(e) . 
It is proven in 13, ch. VI, 8171 that there exists a positive constant B
such that 
Hence 
n(t) 
From Marlcov’s inequality we obtain 
Let K, = zdrnO B/K It follw*s then that 
E{exp[-uX1/Keat]} = n fo(@(u/Kedl*, t - ~$3 
i=N(e) 
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>e -“K’[l -e]. (2.6) 
f we choose 
ther2 we are done. 
We now assume that Zpz j log j’&( j) < 00. Pick an integer N > 0. 
Then 
1 
n(t) 
lim sup @(u/K eat, t) = lim sup E 
t-+= t+- 
I-I j’o(~Q.qXe*t,  - Q)) 
i=l 1 
I 
iv 
G lim sup E 11 fo(@(u/KeQt, $ - Q); n(t) >, IV 
t-+oQ i=l 
=E f,(@(u eBa7f)) 
Since N is arbitrary, 
lim sup @(u/K eat, t) < E fi j$O(u e-*‘i)) . 
it-+- d=l I 
(2.7) 
It is proven in Theorem 2 that when ZFz logjp&) = 00, we have 
O(U) = 0. Due to (2.7) we can thus assume without loss of generality 
that Zpz logi PO(i) < 00. To complete the proof of the theorem, it suf- 
fices to show that Lemma 2.1 continues to hold. Pick 0 < c < 3 X,. From 
Egorov’s Theorem there exists a constant N(e) such that 
[{w: ?f > i(A, -.- e), i 2 N(e)>] > 1 - e , (2.8) 
ick T(C) so large t 
sl u eat , 1” -
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hen on d(e), 
nW 
> II 
i=N(E) 
fo( 1 - Du exp[-fid+.J). 
N(e) can be chosenso large that 
1 - E)u exp[-@4X0] > 0, i 3 N(E). 
Define 
f(e)= fi f (1 -Duexp[--#&J). 
i--N(r) Cl 
All that remains is to show that lim,,, f(e) = 1. Using ,the same integral 
test as in [4], we can show that the infinite product 
fi f 
i=l u 
(1 - Du exp[-fi+J) 
converges, 
This implies 
lim 
that 
fi fO(l - uD exp[--@a&J)= 1 . 
s i=h’ 
Since N(e) +~ase+Q,wearedone. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Cl 
Remark 2.2. For ease of exposition vve have assumed that h is a finite 
positive constant. This assumption can be relaxed to where LO is as- 
sumed only to be a positive random varkble. In fact, it is sufficient o 
assume that 
( lim inf {Ti/i) > 0 = 1 . i+- I 
This follows since (2.9) implies (2.4) and (2.8). 
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Assume first that Z&j ~wp~(n < =. Under this assumption 
Athreya f 1 ] has raven that d!(u) is the L.T. of a legitimate random 
variable with mean 1, It follows then from the Mean Value Theorem 
that there exists an 0 < r) < 1, independent qf i, such that 
1 -uee-~‘~&@(ue-~‘~)< l-qe-aTi, i>, 1. 
(q does not depend on i.) 
By assumption, 
P 
lim (q/i) = X, 
i-+00 
w.p. 1 . 
Let 0 < e < I+,. Then there exists an integer I(e), depending only on the 
sample path, such that 
1 -u exp[-i&to - e)l g @(U exp[uaTi]) G 1 -r) exp[-ia(I+) + c)], ,
i 2 P(e) . (3.2) 
(We can choose I(E) so large that both bounds in (3.2) are positive.) Thus 
C” exlp[waT~l))l a 
i= I(e) 
[ 1 -,fo(l - 7;1 exp[-i&i0 + E))] 
i- O” =fjp,(i?l 22 H-41 ’ 
L W(e) 
- r) expk-ia&+ E)])‘] 1 . 
Similarly, 
fi 
i= I(e) 
[ 1 - f*(@(U eXp [---&Ti]))] G 
W W 
< . P,(i) 
[ 
[l-(1-uex [-i&(X, - e)])j] D 
1 
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Using the same integral test as used in [4], we can show that the sums 
00 
i= I(E) 
[ 1 - (1 - t4 exp[--icu(AO - E)])‘J 9 
iz$)[~-(l - u exp[-k(hO + e)])j] 
are asymptotic to log j. Thus 
5 [l -fO(*(ue-“7r))] =w w.p. 1 * 5 log&(j) == . (3.3) 
i=l j=2 
Also note that 
@W = 0 * C 11 -f,(*(u e-““I))] = QO 
j=l 
w.p. 1 . (3.4) 
Theorem 2( 1) (a) .is now immediate. 
To prove Tlheorem 2( 1) (b) it still remains to show that 
xjE2 log&&) < 00 implies that O(u) is the L.T. of a legitimate random 
variable or, equivalently, 
lim O(u) = 1 , 
U-*0 
Using (3.2), we obtain 
i7 fO(<p(u exP[_ar7il)~ a h 
W(e) i=l(e) 
[fO(’ 
(3.5) 
- 24 exp[-k(Ao - E)]) 
I 
I- -G 
= exp 1 - 0 lWfo( 1 - u exp[ m i =1(e) 
There exists a constant C such tha.t 
Ilog( 1 -x)1 < C I1 - xl whenever iA< 4 . 
We can choose I(e) so large that 
l-f,(l--u [-ior - e)3) K 3, i > I(e) . 
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1 i=I(r) log&( 1 - u exp[-k(XO - E)]J G J 
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where 
gj(u) = E 
i=I(e) 
[l - (1 - 21 exp[--ia(AO - E)])q! .
For each j, it is easy to show that gi(uJ j, 0 as u + 0. Also, we have al- 
ready shown that if ZF2pO(j) logj <‘=, then ZITIpO(j) gj(u) < = for 
any u > 0. Hence by the Monotone Convergence Theorem, 
lim 5 p,(j)gz(u) = 0 . 
u-4 j=l 
This proves (3.5). 
To show that O(U) is the L.T. of a random variable with a continuous 
distribution, it is sufficient o show that 
lim sup lO( = 
I#l+~ 
LO. 
For an;” integer IV, 
,N 
lO( < E 1 n fo( j=l I @(iu e-“‘j) 
(3.6) 
1 
It is Fell known : 1, Lemma 81 that if Zp2 pi(j) j log j c 00, then 
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, (3.6) follows. This completes the 
e assume now that m. < 00, Athreya t[ 1, Theorem 41 has shown 
that 
00 
j=2 
f&(j) = O” * quj = 1 l 
Theorem 2(a) follows immediately. 
For the remainder of this section we assume that Z” j=2ilogjPl(i)< O"* 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 2(l)(b) that O(u) is a legitimate 
L.T. We now establish the properties of W TG compute E( W]r we dif- 
ferentiate O(u). Thus 
0 
E.(W) = -;;@j I =?Tlo Cw - a!Ti e . 1 tr=O i=l 
We note in passing that if the {ri} form a renewal process that 
where 
00 
p I = ewarf dGo(t) . 
0 
Athreya [ l] has shown that 
lim O(u)=q< 1. 
U+- 
Thus 
P[W = 0] = lim @S(u) =
t4+- ( I 
fi fo(qj = 0 l 
i=l 
function. In view of [ 1,&S, Lemma 33 it suffices to show that 
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(III) J_“, EdCW)/dtl dt < QQ. 
(I) and (II) hak already been estabI%hed, e now prove (III). A simple 
calcul;ition yields 
(it e-“‘j)/dt I ee4v 
efine 
j-l 
D&t) = n f,(l*(it e-*‘k)l) , 
k=l 
j-a 
Fj(t) ‘= II f,(lQ(it e*‘k)l), 
k=f 
i > 2 , 
D,(t)= 1 = F,(t) l 
An appropriate change of variable gives 
5 J iQ’(iu)l Dj (V e*‘i) du tl j’l 
--oo I 
For eachj > 2, the collection of random variables l?j - Q>{;: has the 
same joint distjibution as {T~}{$. Thus 
w 
s 
-w 
Observe that 
00 
s -w 
dO(it) 
-dt I 
l@‘(iu)l F’(U) du 1 . 
There exists a constant A such th:at 
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Hence 
S 
ivk$+7 
‘(iv) 1 Fj+l(V) dV ~ 2A e-&‘i . 
It follows from (3.7) that there exists an 0 < Q < 1 such that 
S 
lul >e--~~ 
I~‘(iV)I Fj+l(V) ‘V ~ S 
-tX?* 
Id>e l 
I*‘(iv)l Fj(V)fo(l@(iV ea7W) dv 
00 
-7 s I @‘(iv) IFi(u) dv a 
--oo 
Putting the inequalities together, we obtain 
00 
s I<p’(iv) I Fj+l (v) dv G 2A e- 47j + q J’ 
W(iv)l Fj(v) dv, j > 1 . 4 3.8) 
--oo -00 
Summing both sides of (3.8), taking expeciations and rearrangirng yields 
To complete the proof of (III) it just has to be no ed that Athreya 
[ 1, Lemma 91 has proven the integral on the right to be finite. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.123 
Remark. Just as with Theorem 1, the assumption that X0 is a finitr, 
positive constant can be relaxed. Any assumptions that imply (3.1) will 
work, In particular, 
P[O< lim inf [ri/i] < lim su 
i406a &m0 
[q$] < 00 I = I 
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ment can be used to show that the theorem holds even 1F h, = +-. The 
details are omitted, 
. oof 
All that we must do 
be strengthened toL2 and ax. convergence 
theorem. ecall the representation given in 
in this section is show that the convergence an 
under the assumptions of the 
(1.3) for Z(t): 
t has been proven by War& [2] and Jagers [4] that if Zcl j2p1(j) < 00, 
then Y(t)/K eat converges to Y a.e. This implies in particiular that for 
each i, 
lim 
t+- 
= wi w.p. 1 0 (4.U 
The random variable Wi has L.T. j-&D(u)). It follows from the assump- 
tions of Section 1 that the {Wi> are i.i.d. and are also independent of 
=: e 
izl 
-arlri wi , 
oceeding as in [ 3, ch. VI], we can assume that ~~(0) = 0, which forces 
the Z(t) process to have nondecreasing sample paths w.p. 1. It is suffi- 
cient to show that 
in [3, ch. VI] can be used to con- 
Observe that 
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So it suffices to show that 
By Schwartz’ inequality, 
2 
pi . I] 
It is not difficult to show that 
00 n(t) u- f 
Ic ,-Wi ’ 2 
2 
di = 
6 i=l I I’=1 yijct - ?i)/K ~~‘*-*‘~ - Wi I 
QQ 
=c 2 e - aTi yi.Jt - Q/K e(Y(f-7i) - wi dt 
ftl 
00 
c 
2 
= e - a?i Yii(t)/K eat - Wi dt . 
i=l 
Using the independence assumptions, we conclude that 
Simple arguments show that 
Al30 by Schwtitz’ inequality, 
1 
VI 
E [[pl Ylj(t)/KeQf -- W * 
,’ 1 1 
eat - Yj)2 dt 
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ZGl j2 pl( j) < 00. Hence 
(/L,ir)dt) <W. 
It remains to prove that 
([L2Wdf)<~ l 
By Ssh iartz’ inequality, 
00 
v”\ 
41 e e - &?i e 
=?l(t)+l 
(4.3) 
It follows easily from (4.3) and the definition of n(t) that 
Using the independence assumptions of Section 1, we obtain 
There exists a positive constant 6 such that 
x e-a < 6 e-a%!2 
Y x>o. 
T’hus 
e have already noted that 
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However, the assumption ZF1 j2pI( f) < 00 implies that 
This proves that 
0 
and completes the proof of Theorem 3. U 
Remark. Theorem 3 will continue to hold for an arbitrary {q) process 
provided it is assumed that 
E c( 5 exp[---a(1 - c)Q 2 )I < - i=l 
for some e > 0. 
Note. It has recently been learned that results of a similar nature 
independently been established by Athreya, Parthasarathy and 
Sankaranarayanrl? [2]. Their techniques are different from ours. 
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